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EDCUTIVE SUIIWtY 
Digital data streams using non-return-to-zero-Ievel encodtng 
(NRZ-L) as the signalling waveform are subject to periods of no level 
change. The signalling waveform with not changing levels has energy 
cuntent that is rich about the origin and of course does not contain 
any edges in the waveform. 
Proper operation of the ground station receiving such digital 
data streams depends upon satisfactory bit synchronization. Bit 
synchronizers typically require a certain m1n~um percentage of edges 
in the received signalling waveform. This requirement is not always 
satisfied by NRZ-L waveforms. 
The purpose of this investigative study h~ been to determine a 
satisfactory method of providing sufficient bit transitions (edges) 
in the signalling waveform for the 2 MHz data link of the Space 
Shuttle High Rate MUltiplexer (BRM) unit. 
The system design already in existence places several constraints 
on any method used to ensure the desired bit transition density of at 
least 1 bit transition in every 64 bits and at least 64 bit transitions 
in every 512 bits. 
These constraints are: 
1. The method chosen must produce at least I bit 
transition in every 64 bits and at least 64 
transitions in every 512 bits. 
2. The method chosen must not increase the present 
bandwidth nor decrease the present information rate. 
3. The method chosen must be compatible with the 
existing BCH code. 
4. The method chosen should have a minimal design 
impact on the present system. 
5. The method chosen must pass unaltered ~ny data stream 
whose data rate is greater than 2 ~~z. 
6. The method chosen should resolve the bit phase ambiguity 
problem inherent in the Channel 2 return link of the KU-
Band system. 
Many methods for increasing bit transition densities in a data 
stream exist. These methods have been summarized. discussed in detail 
and compared one against another and against the constraints mentioned 
above. 
11 
These methods include use of alternate Pulse Code Modulatiou (PeM) 
\o1'!Veforms. data str'!am modification by insertion. alternate bit inversion. 
differential encoding. error encoding and use of bit scramblers. (Bit 
scramblers come in many different versions such as: self synchronizing, 
multi and single count. serial. cascaded and parallel scramblers). 
\ 
Of all the methods discussed. one method satisfied the desired 
objective. met all constraints and had advantages that outweighed 
disadvantages when compared against the remaining methods. This method 
was chosen - the reset scrambles or simply the Psuedo-Random Cover 
Sequence Generator (PN-eSG). This technique is fully analyzed and 
a design implementation is proposed. 
The method consists of modulo-2 addition of a PN sequence to 
the data stream before the modulations of the Radio Frequence (RF) 
transmitter. It is recommended that only the data streams and the 
4 bit frame synchronization Identity Count (ID) be so modified. It 
is recommended that there be no change i~ the 28 bit frame synchronization 
word. 
If the PN sequence is added to the frame synchronization word, it 
is very likely that the special properties chosen for frame synchroni-
zation patterns would be violated. Furthermore, the decoder must 
then search for four frame synchronization patterns if it is desired 
to correctly detect the presence or absence of the PH cover sequence. 
and to alleviate any phase ambiguity. 
The probability of failing to provide the required bit transition 
density is less than 2.44.10-17• A computer simulation program was 
developed which tests the truncated PN sequence with random data streams. 
The computer results indicate that the out~ut sequence to be transmitted 
by the RF modulator will have a transition density of approximately 50%. 
This should improve the overall KU Band system performance considerably 
in the presence of low signal-to-noise ratios by increasing the bit 
synchronizer~ capability to stay locked to the incoming bit clock. 
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The Spacelab (SL) is an orbital laborstory which remains attached 
to the Space Shuttle for the duration of a mission. The SL will utilize 
the IV-Band communication system of the Shuttle for communication with 
the ground. Pigure 1.1 is s simplified sketch of the return link. The 
following paragraphs give a brief description of the SL return link, 
for further information the reader is referred to leferences I, 2, 3, 
and 4. 
The onboard experiment data is collected by the High late 
&:quisit1on Assembly (BRAA). The RIAA consists of the onboard Bigh 
late Multiplexer O!RK) plus associated High late Links, and the ground 
based Bigh late Demultiplexer (HRDM). The return link, conDectins 
the RIM and BRDM, utilizes the Shuttle IV-Band Signal Processor (KUSP) 
and the Tracking and Delay lelay Satellite System (TDRSS) which includes 
the receiving station, and the bit synchronizer. The return link will 
provide a bit-error-rate (BIR) of at least lxlO-5 with a Bit-Slip-
Bate (BS1) of less than lxlO-15 provided certain system constraints 
are met. Herein lies the problem: the SL data stream violates the 
transition requirements of the bit synchronizer. This will be further 
reviewed in Chapter II. 
The HRK receives data from 18 experiments, 2 I/O units and 2 
records, and outputs data to the RUSP and the 2 recorders. Sixteen 
of the 18 experiment channels are switchable and the other 2 are direct. 
The IIRK time multiplexes these 16 channels with the other data including 
playback data from the recorders and serially transmitts the data to 
the IVSP. 
The SL employs the KU-Band Link of the Shuttle and this link 
utilizes the two operation modes of the KUSP; HOde 1 - Quadrature 
Pha'Je Shift Key (QPSK) modulation and Hode 2-FM modulation. The RUSP 
baa three channels of input data in each mode. Table 1.1 lists tbe 
a'lTa11able input data in both modes. Pigure 1.2 illustrates the 
interface between the HP.M and the KUSP. 
The HIM uses several different format structures for its output. 
Only the general user format, for frequencies less than 32 Mbps, will 
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CHAPTER 2 
STATEMENT or PROILIK AND CONSTRAINTS 
2.A THE PROBLEK 
An investiaation of the effect of low bit transition density on the 
performance of the Channel 2 KU-Band retum link was conducted. The 
results of this investig&tion indicated the SL will not meet the minimum 
specifications of the TDRSS Users' Guide with respect to the bit syn-
chronizer. The end result of this failure to meet the bit synchronizer 
(sync) specifications is loss of lock by the bit sync and subsequent loss 
of data for an undefined period of time (Reference 5). To alleviate 
this problem the SL must increase the bit transition density on the 
Channel 2 ED-Band return link to a minimum of one bit transition every 
sixty-four bits and sixty-four bit transitions within five-hundred-
twelve bits. 
There are several different methods that may be employed to provide 
the data stream with the ~ecessary bit transition density. These methods 
are discussed in more detail in Chapter III. This chapter deals mainly 
with the problem and the constraints caused by the system. There are 
four main constraints placed on the HBTD coder. They are listed in 
Table 2.1 and discussed in the following paraaraphs. 
2. B PRIMARY SYSTEl-1 CONSTRAlllTS 
The primary objective of the HBTD modification is to increase the 
bit transition density of the data stream to at least one bit transition 
every sixty-four channel symbols and sixty-four bit transitions every 
five-hundred-twelve channel symbols. This is the absolute minimum 
requirement by the TDRSS bit synchronizer at White Sands, New Mexico to 
provide the desired BSR of 10-15 with the SL signal characteristics. 
Since the 2Mbit channel is expected to operate at the maximum rate 
of 2 Mbps for maximum utilization, the modification must not increase 
the channel errors. The system requires that the fill indi~ator must 
-10 be able to locate the fill data with an accuracy of no less Lhan 10 • 
The fill indicator is a (31,16,3) BCB code. A (31,16,3) BCH code takes 
16 information bits and converts them into a 31 bit code word capable of 
c')rrectina 3 errors. Since the channel bit error rate affects the fill 
TABLE 2.1 HIGH BIT TRANSITION DENSITY (HBTD) CODE CONSTRAINTS 
1. THE HBTD CODE MUST HAVE AT LEAST ONE TRANSITICM EVERY 64 BITS 
AND AT LEAST 64 TRANSITIONS WITHIN 512 BITS 
2. THE CODE MUST NOT INCREASE THE PRESENT BANDWIDTH, NOR DECREASE 
THE INFORMATION RATE. 
3. IT MUST BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE EXISTING BCH CODE. (IMPLIES A salmm 
WHICH PRODUCES MULTIPLE DECODER ERRORS PER DISCRETE QIANNEL ElUlORS 
WOULD BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH BCH CODE.) 
4. THE HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION MUST HAVE MINIMAL DESIGN IMPACT ON THE 
PRESENT SYSTEM. 
CD 
indicator word, any modification that increases the channel error 
would degrade the fill indicator. For example, if the system 
modification produced only one additional error per c~DDel error, 
then the reliability of the fill indicator, as shown below, would be 
-8 4.6xlO ,which is unacceptable. 
To illustrate the problem consider the effects of differential 
encoding on BCH word error probability. MSUIDi1ll the RF channE.l has 
an average random error rate, due to additive white gaussian noise, 
corresponding to 1 bit in 100,000 (that is an average bit error rate 
-5 
of lxlO ) one may ~alculate the probability of an erroneous decod1ng 
of a BCB coded word with use of NRZ-L code and also with use of a 
differental encoding such as NRZ-M or NB%-S. 
The model to be used is: 
Using NRZ-L r~ded Data Stream 
A single error on the IF channel in the BCB code word will result 
in a single error in the data input to the BCH decoder. The BCB code 
word can correct up to and including 3 errors out of 31 bits. 
Thus the probability of erroneous decoding of the BCB word 
(POCH) is 
9 
PEBCH • 1 - [P(O) + P(l) + P(2) + P(3)] (2.1) 
where: 
where 
P(O) - Probability of no errors in the 31 bit word 
P(l). Probability of 1 error in the 31 bit word 
P(2) - Pr~bability of 2 errors in the 31 bit word 
P(3)· Probability of 3 errors in the 31 bit word 
In general P(X) is expressed as 
P is the probability of an RF channel error 
q is the 1 - p 
X is the number of errors in the word 
N is the number of bits in the word. 
(2.2) 
The expression (~J relates to the number of different ways in whicb 
X errors occur in an N bit word and 
Nt 
10 
(2.3) 
(N-X)tXI 
Using NlZ-M or NRZ-S (Differential Encoding) Coded Data Stream 
A single error on the RF channel in the Bal code word will result 
in two adjacent errors on the data stream input to the BCR decoder. 
(Reference is any text in communications, in particular: Reference 16, 
page 324.) 
Thus we have as the probability of erroneous decoding of the Bal 
word with Differential Encoidng (PEBCHDE) 
PEBCHDE • ~ - [P(O) + P(l») (2.4) 
Where the expressions P(O) and P(l) are as defined in the 
previous case. Note this expression for PEBCHDE reflects the fact that 
2 RF channel errors in the BCH word will result in 4 errors presented 
to the BCH decoder and this will result in erroneous decoding. 
These calculations were performed using a double precision ~.igital 
computer program. 
The results are 
PESCH = 3.01841884819964434 x 10-16 
PEBCHDE = 4.64910190316402087 x 10-8 
One sees a significant difference in the error performance due to 
erroneous decoding of BCH wordsl 
For a 50 Mbps data stream the avenge length of time between 
erroneous decoding of the BCH word would be approximately 
160 seconds average between erroneous decoding of BCH words 
using differential encoding (NRZ-M or NRZ-S) 
16,000.000.000 seconds average between erroneous decoding of 
BCH words using NRZ-L encoding. 
The unacceptabi1ity of adding additional errors to the system is 
obvious. 
The fourth criterion, minimal impact on the present system, 
results from the fact that the system is in the production ntage and 
any major changes would be very costly. Apprcximately $100,000 cost 
results from a minor change alone due to the paper work required. 
2.e SECONDARY SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS 
Additional criteria, dealing with the implementation, results 
11 
from the expected characteristics of the data stream. The modification 
must pass unaltered data emanating from any source other than the BRM 
and data rates greater than 2 Mbps from the HRM. These constraints 
result from the physical location of the modifications and the 
operational functions of the HRM. All data emitted from the HRM via 
the 2 Mbit channel will be NlZ-L. The above stated constraints apply 
to both the encoder and decoder. There decoder must also resolve the 
phase ambiguity problem which results when a Bi-Phase NRZ-L data is 
used. Since NRZ-L employs a high level to represent a one and low level 
to represent a zero, it is possible for the data stream to become 
inverted. That is to say a transmitted one is received as a zero and 
vice versa. Therefore the decoder must be capable of detecting and 
correcting the inverted data stream. These secondary system constraints 
are listed in Table 2.2. 
TABLE 2.2 SECONDARY SYSTEM CONSTIAINTS 
1. HBTD CODE MUST PASS UNALTER ANY DATA STUAK WHOSE lATE IS 
GREATER THAN 2 MBPS. 
2. THE CODE MUST PASS UNALTER ALL DATA STIUWfS WHICH DfANA1'E 
FROM SOURCES OTHER THAll THE BRM REGARDLESS OF THE DATA RATE. 
3. THE HBTD ENCODER MUST HAVE A BYPASS HODE. 
4. THE HBTD CODE MUST RESOLVE THE "BIT AMBIGUITY" 
PROBLEM INHERENT TO THE CHANNEL 2 RETURN LINK. 
... 
N 
CHAPTBlt 3 
DIFPERBNT MBTRODS AVAILABLE TO ALLEVIATE THE PROBLEM 
Two basic types of mod1firatiODs exist to ~prove the Bit 
Transition Density of the Channel 2 data stream to the mintmum 
requirements of the bit synchronizer. They are: (1) Use an alter-
naUve POl waveform or (2) m:)dUy the data stream. The r.ainder of 
the section is devoted to describing several methods for accomplishing 
these modifications. 
l.A ALTERNATE PCM WAVEFORM 
The 2 Mbit channel presently employs a NRZ-L waveform. There 
are several other binary waveforms available. Several of the most 
common ~~e sho~ in Figure 3.1. The most frequently used waveforms, 
for high bit transition density applications, are the Bi-Phase and 
Delay Modulation waveforms. Both are widely used in the tape 
recording industry. 
l.A.l Bi-Phase 
The three main types of Bi-Phase waveforms are; Bi-Phase Level, 
Bi-Phase-Mark. and Bi-Phase-Space. Bi-Phase Level is also called 
Split Phase or Manchester Code. All three waveforms provide at least 
one transition for each bit cell. They produce single output errors 
for a single input or channel error. The hardware required to imple-
ment each is moderate in complexity. All three Bi-Phase waveforms are 
self-synchronizing. Th~ main disadvantage of all three is that Bi-
Phase modul~tion requires twice the bandwidth of the present NRZ-L 
to provide the same information rate. Therefore the use of Bi-Phase 
would require either an increase in the present bandwidth or a 
decrease in the information rate. Neither case is acceptable since 
it violates one of the main system constraints. 
3.A.2 Delay Modulation 
Delay ~lodulation (OM) is a procedure for encoding binary data 
into rectangular waveforms of two levels according to the following 
rules for DM-H: 
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"/)n,," is r"pr.·"C'nted b~' one level. 
"Zero)" is H.?n·sellted by the other level. 
SO~;-Rfn:;c:-TO- ZJ.R(I-~:AJlJ( 
"One" is reprt·" .. nted -by a ('hange in level. 
"Zero" 11; rcpresented by no chanae in level. 
SO::- RETLr':;-YG-ZtP.O-SPACE 
"Onc" is r"llrcscntcd by no change in level. 
"Zero" is represented b" a change in level. 
Bt-"HASE tHE!. (SPUT PHASE) 
Lcv~l ch.ln>,.c! o('curs at center or every bit period. 
"One " is re;>resenU'd by a "one" level with the traaltiaa 
to the "zero" level. 
"lero" is represented by a "zero" level with the traalt10D 
to the "ant''' level. 
"51-PHASt-~~ru; 
ievel cha:lge "'c.;urs at the beRtnning or very bit period. 
",In,," is represented by a .idbit level chanae. 
"lero" is rel'resented by no lIIidbit level cunse. 
BI-i'HASE-SPAC!-: 
Level change nc~urs 3l the besinning of every bIt period. 
"One" is reprcsentC'd by :'10 miclbit level chanap-o 
"Zo!ro" Is represented b" a midblt leyel rl .. nae. 
D!-:U."l :·!oD1.'.Xnm:-~:ARK (MILI.£!( CODE) 
"One" is represented by a level change midbit tt.. 
"Z"ro" f,..1 iowed by a "zero" is represented by • level 
chang" at the end of tbe firat "Zero" bit. No level 
change occurs when a "zero" is preceded by a "_". 
DELAY :f)DL1.ATIO~-SPt.CE (mLLER CODE) 
"Zero" is repreaented b" • level change at .idbit tt.e. 
"Cine" followed by a "one" is represented by a tr_lt1oD 
at the end of the first "one" bit. No level cbaDp 
o:curs wilen a "one" Is preceded by • "zero". 
Fisure 3.1 PeM Waveforms .... lIP> 
1. A one is represented by a transition from one leval to the 
other at £he midpoint of the bit cell. 
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2. A zero is rep~esented by no transition unless it is followed 
by another zero. The case of consecutive zeros U . 
represented by a trc.nsit1on at the end of the leading zero 
bit cell. 
In the case of DM-S the rules for ones and zero are enterchanged. 
These rules are illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
Delay Modulation haa several attractive properties: 
1. The majority of the slpalUng energy lies in frequencies 
less than one-half the symbol rate. 
2. The power spectrum is small in the vicinity of f • 0 
(that is at D.C.). 
3. DH provides at most one transition per bit cell and at the 
least 2 bit transitions every 3 bit cells; thus, providing 
a bit stream with i very high bit transition density. 
These properties provide DH with the advantage of inherent self-
timing information using phase modulation which is not present in 
NRZ-L, while requiring approximately the same bandwidth as NRZ-L. DH 
is also suitable for use with tape recorders, especially when higher 
packing density is required, or with systems which require high bit 
transition densities. 
DH requires a given 3 bit sequence to assure proper bit sync. 
This sequence is 101 fo~ DM-M. This sequence has a high probability of 
occurring one or more times in any random data bit stream. The 
probability that one or more 101 bit sequences will occur increases 
rapidly as the number of bits in the data sequence increases. The 
following equation may be used to obtain a close approx~tion of the 
probability of 101 occurring n or more times in m bits (the number 
of bits per sequence). 
P (101)n) - 1 - P (101<n) - l-(P (101-0) +P (101-1) + ••• 
m - m - m m 
(3.1) 
Where: 
P.(101-r). (!] (q~-r] (p~] 
qO· the probability of any 3 biU not be1q 101-j 
PO· the probability of any 1 bit. beinl 101 - ~ 
kl 
(k-r)lrl 
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For example, let • be 16 (for 14 binary bite) then the probability of 
a 101-bit sequence occurrinl one or more times is: 
P 16 (101-1) • 1-P (101-0) 
_ 1- (14)(1) 14 (!) 1 • 1- 14 (1.) 14 _ 1- (1.) l4_ 1- 154 _ 846 
o 8 8 14101 8 8 • • 
(3.2) 
In other words, there is a 84.6% probability of a 101 pattern occurring 
and hence providing bit sync within a 16 bit sequence. Thus, one 
should expect a bit sync lock within a very short time upon the start 
up of a OM encoded sequence. The main disadvantale of Delay Modulation 
is that single errory into the decoder will yield double errors out of 
the decoder. This results from the comparison of the present and most 
recent bit to determine the value of the previous bit. Thus the 
property that produces the improved bit transition density also makes 
OM incompatible with the BCH code used by the fill indicator. 
3.B DATA STREAK MODIFICATION 
There are several meana of modifying the present data stream to 
meet the bit transition requirements. The first method that comes to 
mind is to simply invert every other bit or alternate bit inversion. 
Other means such as differential encodinl, a bit insertion technique 
or error correctinl encoding techniques are commonly used to improve 
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the bit tran.ition deo.ity of a data .tr.... Bit .cr .. bllDa i • 
• noth.r technique which 1a nployecl to incna.e the bit tran.ition in 
a iJequence. lach of the.e _thode are di.cu.ed in the followq 
paraaraph •• 
All the afor .. ntioneel technique. require the A. bandw1dth 
for the HIDe information rate a. the pre.ent .yat_. 
3.B.l Alternate Bit lnveraton 
Altemato bit inversion i. probably the .imple.t _thod for 
increa.tna the trao.ition elenaity. Thi. technique invert. every other 
bit of the data atre_. It yielel. excelleDt reaulu in the ca.e of 
lona .equence. of bita of the .... value. The implementation ia very 
aimpl. except for the .ynchronization with the data .tream and a ~it 
.lip will result in the ioversion of the oriainel data .tr.... Sinale 
channel error. produce .1r~le output error.. The main diaadvanta.e 
of this technique is the inability to auarantee the bit tran.ition 
den.ity. In the ca.e of an alternatina input data .tr.... tbia 
procedure will produce an output •• quence of bite of the aama value 
equal in lenatb to tbe input .equence. Since tbe SL data stream ia 
excepted to contain lonl runa of altematina bit. thil method must 
be discarded. Additional loaic could be added to tbe encoder and 
decoder to prevent tbia occurrence but the loale required would be 
quite complex and require additional considerations. 
3.B.2 Differential Encodin. 
The uae of differential encodinc aa a .eana of ~provinc the bit 
trans·itiona denaity baa received conaiderable uae in other ayat_s, 
especially when the data stream containa lonl atrinal of bits hevinl 
tbe lame value; all ones or all zerol. Thia tecbniqua hal advantace 
over alternate bit inversion in that an alternetina bit lequence 
retains half of the oricinal tranlitions. There are two typea of 
differential codinc. NRZ-H and NRZ-S as illustrated in Fiaure 3.1. 
rmz-M uses a chanle of atate to indicate a one and DO chana. for zero, 
whUe NRZ-S indicatea a zero by a challce in level and no chanle for a 
one. Differential encodina provides a SOX transition denaity for an 
alternat1na input data atream and a 100% transition density for 
aequence of tbe aaae valua provided the value ia t he one repreaented 
b, a chaD,e of .tate. one for IIZ-II aDd aero for __ •• If the 
"a1ue. 1. the l .. el repre.ented b, DO ch_ ... Ilothlq 1a ,aillecl by 
differut encodlG1. Therefon one •• t de.ip for the level which 
i. .o.t doaillAnt in tbe data .tr... aDd kDow that the .aquence 
1eGlth. of the other 1.".1 wl11 not re.ult In a 10.. of lock b, the 
bit 8ynC. ADother dlaaclvanta,e of differential enc:octina ia that 
.inale iIlput error. produce double output error.. Since the dif-' 
t@r.,nt1e1 encodlna propa .. te. the nuaber of channel errora and caD 
be deailDed for onl, a aln,le caae of bit .equace of the .... "alue 
inatead of for both. lt .u.t be eltm1natad a. a po •• ible aolutlon. 
3.B.3 Bit In.ertion 
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Bit iIl •• relon tQchniqu. are alao co.monl, u .. d to incr.... blt 
tranaition d.nait,. Th.r. ar. aeveral diffanllt type. of bit iIl •• rtion 
techniqu.a. Some add bit a to the data atre .. while othera uae blocke 
of bita to r.place certain data .equaDcea. Howev.r, all of these 
t.chniqua •• hara tb. need for a complex ttainl and cOUDtinl circuitr,. 
The ba.ic conc.pt for all in •• rtion t.chniquea i. the need to recolni.e 
when to in •• rt and when to remove their .p.icfiecl patt.rna. For exampl., 
aaauae a bit r.placement technique ia to be u.ed to ... t the aixty-four 
in five-hundred-twelv. requir_ent. Th. obviou. way to ,,,',arantee that 
the data stream would aeet this r.quir .. ent would b. to bav. at l ... t 
on. tranlition every eight biu. This would _an that an .iaht bit 
patt.rn would have to b. ins.rted in place of any eisht bit .equ.nce of 
the .... valu.. The selection of the particular pattern to be used for 
insertion must b. chosen in a aanner s~i1ar to that of a synchronization 
patt.rn for fraae sync. The inaertion sequence must meet the fo1low1na: 
1. The probabi1itJ of it occurrina naturally in the data 
str ... mu.t be extremely small. Since it is very 
deairahle to av,,1.d falae recognition at the receiver. 
which would result 1n a misint.rpretation of valid 
data for inaerted data. 
2. The inverse of the .. quene. must also be available. Since 
the bit sequence of the .... value may be either ones or 
zerU3, two separate aequenees are needed. 
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3. The .ff.ct. of channel .rror .... t b. coaaldered. Should tbe 
Irouad r.celver accept DO .rrora, ODe error, two error., etc! 
If a .bort .equac. .ucb a. tbe .iabt bf t 0 .. uHd In tb • 
....,1. 1. a.lected, tbea the DO error caa~ would probably be 
... t. The probabUlty of no .rron 18 aay 8 blt. 1 •• 99992 
tbu. the probabl1lty of DOt r.co .. i&l .. the iDHrted patt.ra 
due to cba .. al .rror would be about 8x10-5, eltabtly arut.r 
thaD the chand error rate of lxlO-5• In thl 0.. .rror ca .. 
tbe probsbility of fal.e ayncbrODi&atioD det.ction would be 
.ucb hilber than tb. aata in r,colDi&iQ8 a valld 18 •• rtiOD 
witb a .inale error. 
By -.ployl.. tbl. .impl. iDaertiOD techniqu., on. do.. not 
t.ke adv.nt ... of the Datur.l tran.ition that lltaht occur 
prior to and follov1Q8 tbe •• queae. of the .... valu.. Aa 
.tat.d above the tiaina aDd clockinl circuitry would be complex 
evan for thia It.pl. c.... Por thll r ... on bit in.ertiOD la 
DOt the lIO.t f.v')rabl. method altboulh lt CaD b. d.lip.d to 
.. et the aYlt .. cOOleraiDta 8iven in Chapt.r 2. But it .hould 
b. noted th.t ODly the replacaMnt type can b • ..,loy.d. Th. 
inaertinl of additioDll bita would d.cre .. e the iDforaation rate 
and therefore thia type ia not acceptable. SiDee the allOUDt 
of additional bita CaDDot be predetermined. 
3.8.4 Error Encodlnl 
Telecommunication aystema ofte~amploy different typ .. of error 
correct ina codes to improve their bit tranlition density. In thie 
DADner. the error correctiDI code. provided two s.rvlces. tir-at, they 
improve the channel bit error rate and s,cond. they provide an incre .. e 
transition denlity. Thia type of .. tbod il employed by the SO Hbit 
channel of the shuttle .. well as by many eIther syateme. All thele 
ayst ... add addition bitl to the data and thus decreae. the information 
rate. There~ore they are not viable candidate. for the HBtD lIodiflcatlor" 
but are incl:.a~,.." In the foUowina for completenes •• 
The fol:i.o'w4.taa dhculalon coneemins the output symbol traneltlon 
denlity of the 1/3 convolution.l encoder with altemat'" I:-mbol 1overl1on 
18 baaed OD the IIIO!terlal by H.K. Sll10n and J.F. Smith in lteferenee 6 and 
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illustrated in 'igure 3.2. Simon and Smith have deteradned, for a parti-
cular class of convolutional codes, that alternate symbol inversion assures 
a maximum transition-free run of output symbols, and hence its minimum 
transition density. This MZ1mum lelllth is independent of the data source 
model, independent of the code connections, and dependent only em the 
code constraint lelllth and rate. Simon and Smith separate all llv 
convolutional codes into three classes of codes: Veven, Vodd for 
transparent codes, and v odd for nontransparent codes. A transparent 
code is one which provides the complement of the output sequence for 
the complement of the input sequence. A simple test to determine if a 
code is transparent is each row of the lenerator matrixf"has an odd 
number of ones then the code is transparent. 
The lenerator matrix f for the 1/3 convolutional code employed by 
the Space Telescope (ST) 
f· [~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~J 
1 "0 1 0 1 1 1 
(3.3) 
where the rilht hand column represents the present input and the left 
hand column represents the oldest (content of the last shift relister K, 
the code constraint length) input. 
Since v • 3, odd and each row of C contains an odd number of ones, 
the convolutional code is a member of case 2. Simons and Smith state 
for v odd and transparent codes, the only input bit sequence that will 
produce an output alternating sequence longer than Nmax symbols, where 
N is defined as 
max 
Nmax • K + I !:~ - 1 + v (3.4) 
K • the code constraint length; rxl denotes the smallest 
integer greater than or equal to X. 
is the alternating sequence. Furthermore, if the encoder is such that 
the alternatinl input sequence produces the alternating output sequence, 
then this output sequence can continue indefinitely, i.e., alternate 
symbol inversion will not produce a finite transition-free symbol sequence. 
POl-~ ... 7 
DATA 
PeM DATA RATE 
i. 1.024 MHz 
SI + S3 RATE 
is 3.072 MHz 
6 5 4 J 2 1 
G1-llOllOl 
G2-1001111 
G3-101011l 
COVER SEQUENCE 
F~gure 3.2 Convolutional Encoder with PCt 
and Cover Sequence 
_ ....... DATA OUT 
Reference 6 providea a teat to deteraine if a ca.. 2 code will 
produce an alternatina output for an altematins input. Split the 
lenerator matrix C into two .. trices ~~d and C where C dd 
- -vu -evan -0 
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is composed of all tbe odd columna of C and C all the evan columna. 
- -even 
If the number of onea in each row of the matrix formed by stack ina 
~dd on top of ~ven alternatea even, odd, even, ••• or vice versa, 
then an alternatina input aequence will produce an alternatina output 
aequence. Teatina the lanerator matrix, it ia found the number of 
ones in each row of the test matrix doea not alternate even, odd or 
vice versa. Therefore the maximum number of transition-free output 
symbols from the 1/3 convolution encoder with alternate symbol 
inversion is 
nlt-fl N -K+ - l+v max v-I 
r7-il 
- 7 + 13-11- 1 + 3 
- 12. (3.5) 
The maximum number of transition-free output symbols was also 
determined to be 12 in References 7 and 8. Magnavox in Reference 7 
utilized an extensive computer analysis to arrive at a maximum of 12 
Baument, et al., Reference 8, used a slightly different mathematical 
approach to obtain 12 as the maximum bits between transitions and 
therefore the system is guaranteed to meet the 1 in 64 requirement. 
Simon and Smith also prove in Reference 6 the ll-bit input 
sequence 01110100100 yields the output 010000000000001. Neither 
this output sequence nor its compliment can be repeated within the 
next 33 output symbols. The next input will produce at least one 
additional bit transition therefore the average bit transition for 
this worse case plus one additional input is 2 transitions per 16 
output symbols which yields an average of 1 transition every 8 
output symbols. Therefore the output of the 1/3 convolutional 
encoder with alternate bit inversion and generator matrix given 
in Equation 3.3 will meet both the 1 transition per 64 bits and 64 
transitions in 512 or jn average of 1 transition every 8 bits. 
If the 12-bit input sequence is OlllOlOOlOQ the output will be 
OlOOOOOOOOOOOOllQO. 
If the 12-bit input sequence is 01110100101 the output will be 
010000000000001011. 
Since the output of the 1/3 rate convolutional encoder will 
have a transition at 1easteverv13 bits independent ~f the data 
input, it is not necessary to examine the equipment preceeding 
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the encoder. However if the channel interleaver is utilized it is 
necessary to determine if it is possible to obtain 64 or more symbols 
out of the interleaver without a transition. The channel interleaver 
is shown in Figure 3.3. This interleaver will take any two symbols 
within 30 of each other and separate them by at least 119 bits. 
Equation 3.6 may be used to express a typical output symbol bi 
in terms of the input symbols a i • 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
where 
j - 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 
i - 0, 1, 2, 3, •••• 29 
Therefore, a typical output sequence of the inter1eaver would resemble 
a sampling of the input sequence ~ith the samples being taken every 
119th bit for sequences up to 30 bits in length. In order for the 
1nter1eaver to have an output of 64 consecutive symbols of the same 
value, the input data must be such that samples of the input sequence 
separated by 119 symbols be of the same value. The length of input 
symbols corresponding to 64 output symbols is approximately 3511. Also 
noting that the output of the inter1eaver is combined with a p~ 
cover sequence of length 30, it would appear highly unlikely that a 
string of 64 ones or zeros will occur, however due to the systematic 
construction of the components of the system, it is possible that a 
o 
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Figur~ 3.3 ~eriodic Convolutional Interlcaver and Delnterleaver 
sequence of data does exist that will yield a string of 64 output 
symbol without a transition. Since the actual structure of the data 
is presently unavailable it is not possible to examine this probL .• 
more closely. It would be necessary to examine very closely the 
structure of the data and how that structure is effected by the 
various components of the system. 
3.B.S Bit Scramblers 
A bit scrambler is a digital machine which maps a data sequence 
into a channel sequence and with the special mapping of a periodic 
data sequence into a periodic channel sequence with period much 
greater than the data period. For periodic source, the channel 
sequence produced by the scrambler, also, has many transitions. 
2S 
The basic element of all scramblers is a feedback shift register 
generator (FBSRG) with tap polynomial hex); where hex) is a 
primitive polynomial over the field GF(p) , P is prime. The manner 
in which this element is connect determines whether the scramblers is 
self-synchronizing or not. The self-synchronizing group utilizes 
the data sequence to drive the FBSRG. The non-self synchronizing 
group, often call reset, utilizes the FBSRG as a maximal length ~) 
generator and modulo adds the ML sequence to the data. Each group 
is discussed in the follOwing paragraphs. 
3.B.S.a Self-Synchronizing Scramblers 
The self synchronizing group maybe subdivided into two types 
called multi-counter scramblers (MeS) and single-counter scramblers 
(SeS) • Both types consists of a "basic self-sync scrambler" and a 
''monitoring logic". Figure 3.4 illustrates the "basic self-synchroni-
zing scrambler" (BSS). The logic circuit determines the scrambler 
type Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the MeS and ses respectively. 
* The BSS when excited by a periodic sequence of period's' 
will respond with a periodic lina sequence which has either period 
'Sf or a period which is the least common multiple (LCH) of's' 
*A sequence has period's' if it is the smallest period in the 
sequence. 
DATA--...... -f+~~ 
LINE 
••• 
• • • 
Figure 3.4 General Basic Self-Sync Scrambler 
hex) • y,.m + c1ru-1 + C2 y,.m-2 + ... + Cm 
where C-I - 1 or 0 and hex) is a primitive 
polynomial over GF(2) of degree M. C must 
equal one. m 
'J~ •• • 
ru;rA 
--....... (+l •• 1 Sl • •• 
'~J fE>1 a-O 0 • • • 
b>O 
b-O 
LUIE 
Figure 3.5 MUlti-COunter Scrambler 
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11-1* 
and p (denoted by LCN(a,pll-l). The period with whieh the acrambler 
reaponds ia a function of the initial values atored in the acrambler 
stora .. elementa, (it. initial atate) and there i. only one auch 
atate (for each pheae of input .equence) for which the line aequence 
baa period •••• For all other .uch initial atate. the line aequence 
haa the larger period. The precedina atatement. are Savage'a Theorem 
1 for BSS (See Reference 9 for proof). 
The logic circuit employed by the HCS and SCS are u.ed to detect 
the preaence of a periodic .equence of low period on line and alter 
the atarting atate of the BSS to insure the line sequence has 
period of LCH (a,pm_l ). 
3.B.5.a.l Hulti-Count Scrambler 
The logic uaed by the MeS ia lIore general than the SCS and allows 
for the aimultaneous detect of sequences of several periods. The MCS 
employs N counters, one for each period 'si', l!i!N, and the i th 
counter will generate +1 if it reaches its threshold ts i • The 
I 
counter ia reaet whenever the reset lead is noozero so that tSi 
consecutive zeros 00 the reset lead of the i th cow"" t' will cause it to 
reach ita threshold. Whenever a counter reaches its threshold a '1' 
is added to the feedback line of the BSS, thereby chaoge the state of 
the BSS. Thus, the line sequence ~ill then be changed from period 
'sit to period LCM(Si' pm_l ) ~here the i th counter was the one reachina 
threshold. At the same time, all counters are reset. 
Thus, the MCS shown in Figure 3.5 will scramble a periodic 
sequence of period's' if's' divides 'sit (denoted by 's"'si') for 
some i, l!i!N, and will prod~ce a periodic line sequence of period 
LCM ('si',pm-l ) if the following two conditions are met: 
1) The tap polynomial h(x) of degree m is primitive over GF(p) 
where data sequences have components from GF(p). 
2) The thresholds t si ' 1!Si!N are chosen as 
* II P -1 is the period of the maximal length sequence generated by 
BSS in the absence of an ioput. 
30 
tli !. ( .. 1) + lUX ' Ii' • 
l~~. 
(3.7) 
j"i 
If all input period, divid. '1
0
" then the Itatement holdl when 
condition (1) i. _t au a thre,hold of t, > II i, u_d. The above 
o-
il Sav ••• '. MCS th.or.... (See Reference 9 for proof.) 
3.B.5 ••• 2 Siaale-Counter Scrambl.rs 
The SCS 18 d.siped to ,crable 'P.riodic b1Dary ,equenc .. who •• 
periodl divide either '11 ' or "2' or both. Since the SCS utilizel 
only one counter, it may be le,. coacly to buUd than the MCS ill 
.ome c.... The SCS operat •• in the ..... IDIDner II the KCS. 
S.vaae'. SCS theorem state. th.t • SCS exi'ts Which will 
.cramble all periodic binary •• quence. with period, Which divide 
2) 
3) 
'12' Wher •• 1<.2 .nd sl do.s not divide .2 (denoted by 
if 
the tap polynomial h(x) of d'aree 'II' i, primitive 
ov.r GP(2). 
II 
'I and s2 are r.latively prime to 2 -1, and 
a count.r thr.shold, t, t,!S2(211_1) - 211- 1 + 2 is chosen. 
See Referenc. 9 for proof. 
3.B.5.a.3 TraDlition Den.ity for S.lf-Synchronizina Scrambler. 
Transitions occur frequently in a scrallbled periodic s.quence 
and in one period of • scrambled sequence th.r. are approximately 
half a. many transitions as there are diaits. These have been 
illustrated in Ref.rence 9 when the source is binary and the 
scrambl.r input periods are relatively prime to 2m_l, where m 
i. the size of the BSS. 
Assuming the BSS len.rates a line sequence with period '1' when 
the input has period •••• the lource is binary. the BSS has 'm' stales, 
and 's' il relatively prime to 2~-1: then '1' is an 's'(2m-l) 
component v.ctor. If th~ binary line sequence is converted toto a 
line aignal by tbe -ppina 1" +1. a.. -1 and if it 18 linear modulated, 
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tbaD Sav ... '. Tran.1Uo .. tbeor .. atat.a "Th. b1aal'J v.ctor '1' of laDatb 
• a(2 -1) r.pr •• eot1Da tb. r •• poaa. of a blnary .cra.bler to AD laput 
of p.rlod 'a', vbaD 'a' an4 2--1 are relativ.ly pd .. , baa at l ... t 
OIl. tr .... ltlon ev.ry 'a' + '.' eliaita an4 baa a total of Tr(1) 
tra ... ltlo ... where 
t [::~: l ~ Tr(1) t [~:ll (3.8) 
Tb1e theor_ .y bold for r.a.t acrambl.r alao, but Sav ... •• proof 
40 •• not take iDto count tb. r ••• t acrambler. Th.r.for. prior to 
applylnl tb •• e bounela to tbe re •• t &Crabl.r further evaluation 1. 
n.ed.d. 
3.B.5.a.4 Self-Synchronizlns Deacr_blera 
The d •• ~raabl.r. for the MCS and SCS are sbown in Figures 3.7 and 
3.8, re.p.ctiv.ly. The elescrambler is sa14 to be out of ayacbroni .. 
wlth the .crambler if eith.r (1) the values in the BSS aDel tbe delay 
.lement. differ from those stor.el in the correspoDcSina .ections of 
tbe .crambler or (2) if the counters in the monitorins lOlic are not 
at tbe aame l.v.ls as those at tbe .crambler or both. ExaminiDI 
Fiaur. 3.7 or 3.8, it can be 8een that the delay elements of the 
ctescrambler will be purled after ' .. ' clock int.rvals, provided 
' .. ' is the larlest expected period (numb.r of d.lay eleaent.). The 
monitorina 10lic at tbe scrambler and descraabl.r will be at the 
.... lev.l after an additional .... clock interval. provided DO ltoe 
.rrors have occurr.d. Tberefor. the deacrambl.r will require at aost 
2 x '-w' clock intervals free of error (chann.l error8 or bit slip) 
to recov.r sync. 
The primary .ff.ct of a cbannel error on the descrambler 1s to 
introduc. additional errors. If the effect on the monitorinl loSic 1s 
neslected, the descrembler will produce approxiaately w(h) as many 
output errors aa channel errors, where web) i. the lWIDb.r of non-
zero ter.. in the tap polynoa1al b(x). 
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3.B.S.a.S The Spectrum of the Scrambler Output 
Assume a linearly modulated carrier, a binary source, and the 
source is converted into a wavefora such that 0 • -1, 1 • +1. Let 
... 
TO be the time interval a110ted to each binary digit and let l(t) 
be the wave fora generated by the binary sequence 1. 
If 1 is the output of the scrambler for an equiprobable, 
independent source input, then 1 is a sequence of independent, 
equiprobab1e, binary digits. Thus the autocorrelation function 
of l(t) is 
1 - I.J. 
34 
T 
o (3.9) 
o Itl> T o 
... 
and the power density spectrum for l(t) is 
S (f)· T 
o [ 
sin 'If fTo]2 
'lffT 
o 
(3.10) 
Now let the source be periodic, with period's' such that the 
line sequence has period T (LOf(s, 2m_I»; then the power density 
A 0 
spectrum for l(t) is 
+ (1-
T - sT L 0 
u 
--s 
1. ) 1 
P PT 
o 
CD 
j1-~ 6(£ - ~l ) 
CD j I r 6 (f - PT ) j __ CD 0 (3.11) 
u is a function of the scrambler input (the number of l's in 
t + t k , k a multiple of P, depends on the input; tK repr.esents k 
cyclic shifts of t) • 
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In otber word. tb. principl •• ff.ct of .craablina ia to d.cr .... 
the numb.r of tone. in a liven bandwidth by a factor wbicb i. approxi-
mat.ly P and to d.crea.. tha level of .acb tone by approximately the 
.alle factor. Th. bandwidtb 18 unchanaed. 
3.1.5.a.6 S.rtal. ca.cad.d. and Parallel Scrallbler. 
Self-.ynchrontatna .cra.bl.ra may be claa.ed tn Bub,roups 
dep.ndln, on the int.r conn.cta b.tween the acrallblera. 1 .inlle 
scrambler witb • delay. ia called a aerial acrambler. Tbe scramblers 
described in the above were .erial. 
Scramblerl may al.o be connected in caacaded. m .. nina the output 
of one is fed to the input of the next Icrambler. ealcade Gcrallbler. 
are inferior to s8rial Icra.blers with tbe .am. number of d.lay 
ele.ent.. For dxample 4 .erial acra.blera connected in ca.cad~ (see 
Fiaura 3.9) baa a lonae.t output period (output of tbe 4t~ scrambler) 
m' -~ of only the LCM(s,4(2 -1» and a probability of occuranee of (1-2 ) 
wber. as a ainale scrambler with 4m delay. bas a .aximum output period 
4m -4. 
of LCM(s,2 -1) with a probability of oc~urance of (1-2 ). Therefore 
a .erial .crambler is preferred to a cascaded acrambler. 
Scramblers may also be connect~d in parallel. The .ain advantaae 
of parallel scramblers is the reduction of the number of output errors 
to input errOTS. Parallel scramblers use two input. thereby requiriRi 
additional components for series input sequences. Fiaure 3.10 dhu~ 
the confiauration for parallel scramblers. Examinina Figure 3.10. if 
an error occurs on input 'a', w(h) + 1 errors will be produced by the 
output, but if an error occurs on input b only on. will be produced 
in the output. Therefore. in the case oC parallel inputs. the output 
errors will be reduced for line b. This technique provides little 
tmrrovement for random errors occurring in aerial data; howevdr. 
Referencea 9 and 10 provide additional information on self-
aynchronizina acramblers. The main point concerning self-aynchronizing 
scramblers ia that the principal effect of infrequent channel errors on 
the de.era.bler i. to multiply tho number of channel errors by w(h), 
where w(h) i. tbe number of non-aero terms in the tap polynomial h(x). 
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3.B.5.b Non-Self Synchronizing (Reset) Scramblers. 
The reset scrambler is simple, consisting of a maximal-length 
sequence generator modulo 2 added to the data sequence prior to 
modulation. The reset scrambler must be provided with synchronizing 
pulses in order to relock on sync. Since the ML sequence is 
independent of the data stream there is no multiplication of output 
errors relative to input errors. 
At present the number of transition for a given sequence length 
is unknown. It is possible that the reset scrambler may provide the 
same Tr(l) as the self-synchronizing scrambler, but the proof utilized 
by Savageg cannot be directly applied to t,~ reset scrambler. 
The scrambler and descrambler for the reset group are identical 
maximal-length sequence generator for binary data. Figure 3.11 
shows the reset scrambler. The synchronizing pulse may be obtained 
from the frame sync or another sync pattern found in the data stream •. 
Since the sync pattern would be utilized to reset and start the ML-
sequence, it would not be scrambled. 
The self-synchronizing scramblers are poor candidates for the 
SL due to the multiplication of channel errors. The reset group is 
a better candidate provided a lower bound can be determined for the 
number of transitions fo~ a given sequence length, and is discusse~ 
in the next Chapter. (See Reference 12 for a brief summary on 
scramblers.) 
Table 3.1 summarizes the possible methods discussed in this 
section for improving bit transition density of the 2 Mbit SL Link. 
Only the reset scrambler remains as a viable option. The reset 
scrambler is actually a PN Cover Sequence which is modulo-2 added 
to the data stream. This technique is examined in further detail 
in Chapter IV. 
DATA----~~~~----~~INE 
Figure 3.11 Reset Scrambler and Descramb1e 
heX) = .;n + c1rn-
1 + ••• + C
m 
. -. 
- .. 
• • • 
where Ci • 1 or 0 and heX) is a primitive 
polynomial over GF(2) of degree M 
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CIlAPTD 4 
PSEUDO-NOISE oovn SEQUENCE 
(Reset Scrambler) 
In the preceding chapter. different techniques were examined 
to determine their capability of resolving the bit transition density 
problem of the SL 2 Mbit Retum Link and these techniques are 
summarized in Table 3.1. Only the PN Cover Sequence (or Reset Bit 
Scrambler) was capable of meeting all the system cODstraints listed 
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. This chapter deals primarily with the particular 
PN sequence chosen for the SL. however a brief general discussion of 
PN sequences is also given. 
4.A PSEUDO-NOISE (PN) SEQUENCES 
Pseudo-Noise Sequences are binary-valued. noise-like sequences 
in that they are purely random. That is any bit in the sequence may 
be a one or a zero with equally likely probability. However their 
primary advantages are that they are deterministic. eas11y generated 
by feedback shift registers. and they have a correlation function 
which is highly peaked for zero delay and approximately zero for 
other delays. By proper selection of the tap polynumia1, which 
indicates the feedback connections. a maximal linear (ML) sequence 
or m-sequence is generated. Figure 4.1 illustrates a general ~~ 
n 
sequence generator. A!~ sequence hal a length, L '"' 2 -1, wher<-
'n' is the number of stages in the shift register (SR). The number 
of ones in the sequence equals the number of zeros plus one. there 
are 
[2:-~ zeroa and [2n;1} + 1 o.es. 
The number of transitions within the sequence is approximately half the 
number of bits in the sequence. The number of transition equals 
[ 2;-lJ The maximum number of bits without a transition is 
equal to the number of stages in the SR. In'. The statistical 
t--~ -----
Reset 
Data Input 
Figure ~.l PH Cover Sequence. The di(i • 1.2 ••••• n) are either one or zero, 
depending on the tap polynomial. hex). where hex) is a p~tive 
n 2 polynomial over the field GF (2 ) and h(x)" 1 + d, X + d~ 
+ d Xl + + d Xn 3 n 
t'R Sequene;e 
Output 
(Data + PH 
Sequence) 
distribution of ones and aeros is well defined and always the same. 
There are exactly 2n-(P+2) runs of lelllth 'pt for both ones and 
aeros in every maximal aequence where 'p' is any positive inteler 
less than tnt, includina aero. However, the relative positions of 
their runa vary from ML sequence to ML ssquence depeQdina on the tap 
polynomial and the Mrhod of connection. The main properties of ML 
sequences are listed below. 
1. The number of ODeS in a sequence equals the number 
of zeros within one bit. 
2. The statistical distribution of ones and zeros is 
well defined and always the same. Relative positions 
of their runs vary fra. code sequence to code sequence, 
depending on the tap polynomial and the method of 
connection. but the number of each run lenlth 
does not. 
l. Autocorrelation of a maximal linear code sequence 
is such that for all values of phase shift the 
correlation value is -1. except for the 0 to 1 
bit phase shift area. in which correlation varies 
1inearlf from the -1 value to 2n_1 (the sequence 
length). 
4. A modulo-2 addition of a maximal linear code with 
a phase shifted replica of itself results in another 
replica with a phase shift different from either 
of the originals. 
5. Every possible state. or ~tuple, of a given n-stage 
generator exists at some time during the generation 
of a complete code cycle. Each state exists for only 
one clock pulse. The exception is that the all-zeros 
state d~es not normally occur and cannot be allowed. 
(For additional information concerning ML sequences. 
see Reference 13. pp. 53-72 and Reference 14.) 
The particular HL sequence, the reasons for choosing it, and a 
statistical statement of the probability of not incurring sufficient 
tranaltioDs are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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4.1 TIlE PAIlTICULAI PH SEQUENCE POR THE COVER SEQUDCE 
CENBRATOll (esc) 
44 
It is a common enaineerina practice to aelect a Nt sequence whose 
1eoath 18 at 1eaat equal to the number of bite between aynch worda. 
aince the aync pattern in better left alone. The SL aenera1 user 
format containa 3040 bits between each 32 bit sync word (28 bit 
eync pattern and a 4 bit ID word). therefore the sequence aenerated 
by the esc should have a 1enath equal to or areater than 3040. 
Althouah a 12th dearee polynomial yields a ML sequence 1enath of 
4095 bits and 18 the nalleat sequence that could be used. it 
is not a Mersenne prime sequence and is therefore susceptible to 
interperodicty. Por this reason a 13th dearee polynomial was chosen. 
It will lenerate a 213_1 • 8191 bit sequence before repeattna itself; 
its composition will vary dependtna upon the tap polynomial used. 
A 13 stale PH lenerator is a Mersenne prtme aenerator. Various tap 
polynomials are available for use and some are liated aa follows: 
I(X) • 1 + X + x3 + x4 + x13 
I(X) • I + X4 + X5 + X7 + X9 + X10 + x13 
I(X) • 1 + X + X4 + x7 + x8 + Xll + x13 
etc. 
The first polynomial listed yields the fewest number of 
connections which would be desirable if a shift reaister implementation 
was used for producinl the code. 
Since the sequence lenerated is 8191 dilits lana and only 3040 
dilits exist between the frame synchroni~ation patterns, a truncation 
of the sequence is desirable. 
Decidinl upon the particular 3040 bit piece of the sequence is 
dependent upon the structure of the sequence. It is hilhly desirable 
to avoid lonl strinls of alternatinl l's and O's due to the very li~ly 
prospect of these strings occurring in the data. Factors which enter 
into the sequence structure are the initial condition (or contents) of 
the PN sequence shift register and the tap polynomial. 
Filures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the methods of modifyinl the data 
stream emanatinl from the HRH. Fiaure 4-2 illustrates the shift 
I .. Output 
Shift Reaiater for I(X) _ I + X + x3 + X4 + Xll 
(a) 
Data Stre .. I FS & lot t t ~~~~______________ . ________ ~______ ~ ____ -.. t 
OPr.RATION: For Fr_ S71lCh 
and JD (l2 bit.) the Shift 
Regi.ter output i. "0". 
Thus Fr-.e Syn~h ..... 10 
pass to tr.a..itter aaal-
tered. For the aat 3040 
biu tM PII aequeac:e (a 
specific 3040 bit porti_ 
of the 8191 total) 1a ad-
FS Pulse Pair I i t , ------.---~----~------_.. t 
Shift Ite"fater 
, ---- I Clock Enable 
- ---
(b) 
P~llster (13 staRes) 
Reset all sta,es to C's 
Set all stag •• to initial vector 
L 
Enable 
Fra.e Synch Pulse Pair: 
1 puis. at start of Fra.. Sync 
1 puls~ at enC of Fr... Sync 
RRK Clock LiDS 
HJUII Data Line _----
(c) 
t 
• 
I dad to data ther • ." pro-
ductal til. required 
traaait10a ... aley 1D t_ 
traa..1tted lalt .tr ... 
To RF 
Traaa.1tter 
Figure 4.2 esc Encoder Using Shift Resister t.ple8eDtatlon 
HRM 
CLOCK 
LINE 
FRAME SYNC PULSE 
PAW.LEL 
SEQUENCE S'I'OIl£D IN DOHP 
3072 bits of ROM ) SEllIAL (384 - 8 bit bytes) CI..OCK 
(3072 - 1 bit bytes) OUT 
A Il!CISTER 
T 
-
i 
ADDRESSING LOGIC 
12 stage counter wired 
for 3072 counts 
Sets and Starts 
Counter at all 
Zeroes 
(1 pulse at start of Fr.-e Sync) 
-" + 
-
BIH DA'!'A 
LIRE 
Figure 4.3 BDBT Encoder Using ROM t.pl..eotatioo 
.. 
r TO 1lP 
TIWISHI'lTIR 
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rell.ter type of ~oder for RDIT aDd PilUre 4.3 111u.t •• te. the 10M 
type of encoder for IIDIT. In either ca.e the ... eaquace v111 ba 
utll1ae4. It .bould be DOtecI tbat the fr ... )'ftC ADcI m portlon are 
not altered. 
The .equence will have the ruG lenath dl.tribution.,.hown in 
Table 4.1, for all tap polynomial. aDd inltial .tart vector. (the 
arraDineDt of the.e variou. run. will vary of cour.e or then would 
be no difference in the .. quaDce.). 
In laneral there an 2n-(P+2) run. of lenath p for both on .. 
and zero. in every max1laa1 .equance. except that then 11 only 01Ut 
run of lenlth n (one.) aDd one run of laDIth n-l (aero.). 
A coaputer proara. ba.ed on an alloritbm pre.anted by Robert 
Gold in Reference 14 va. u.ed to aenerate the ca.plete .equence of 
8191 bit.. Thi •• equance va. examined aDd the particular portion 
of 3040 bit. wa •• elected. Tbi •• equence i •• hown in Table 4.2. The 
zero-one di.tribution for thie truncated 13 .ta,. PI .equence i. 
illuatrated in Table 4.3. An examination of Table 4.3 reveal. that 
thi. trUDcate~ .equence maintaina the propertie. of a ML .equaDce. 
Altbouah they are not perfectly retained, it 11 very clo.e. SiDee 
the SL clata .tream i. expected to contain lona rUDe of alternate 
onel and zeroa, the truncated leqUaDce mu.t be exaaiDed for the.e alao. 
Table 4.4 liat. the number and lenathl of all alternatiDa runs 
contained in the truncated lequencea. 
4.C PROBABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SEQUENCE 
Now let UI inve.ticate lome probabilities of not achievlnl the 
tranlition den.ity requirement •• 
In order for failure to achieve a tranaltion In 64 bits to occur 
it IIIUIt Mve a clata lequence that exactly matche. the PN sequence for 
64 biti. Since the PN .equance i. atati.tical1y independent of the 
data aequence in bit by bit aa well aa Itrina by Itrina fashion we have 
prob (of more than 63 bit. with no transition) 
• (.5)64. 5.4210108 x 10-20 
The requirement that 64 transition in 512 bits occur may be 
thousht of fro. the bllowiDg viewpoint: 
TABLE 4.1 ZERO-oNE DISTRIBUTION FOR n • 13 
MAXIMAL LENGTH PN SEQUENCE 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ONES 4096 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ZEROS 4095 
TOTAL BITS 8191 
NUMBER OF RUNS 
Rmt LENGTH CONSECUTIVE ONES 
13 1 
12 0 
11 1 
10 2 
9 4 
8 8 
7 16 
6 32 
5 64 
4 128 
3 256 
2 512 
1 1024 
NUMBER OF RUNS 
CONSECUTIVE ZEROS 
0 
1 
1 
2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
64 
128 
256 
512 
1024 
NUMBER OF BITS 
INCLUDED 
13 
12 
22 
40 
72 
128 
224 
384 
640 
1024 
1536 
2048 
2048 
TOTAL BITS 8191 
~ (II) 
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'g"'~'~OOO1'010 OO'8~'~0~~011'0' ,000", ("10011 0" o ," , 0111,',0 ,c~ CO'O ,,,ceo " " 1 0' COO 1 , , 1 {\ 1 00"'0011,ooroo, 010','0001,11100 1101 100110rO'01 0 
~0"0~~'1010'O'1 'O08~1'O1~'1"11 "01"O'OO~0'010 08~01 OC1~1('1~' oeo C'011e c"~" C"'''00111H'?' , 
'0 0000100130'" 0001C,01101\iOO " "'0"'000010 11 
0100'001,1,C",C 01C oro 1000(11'" 1 ,,, 0%8' \ ~O 1 '~O1' 100"'O'010r~ooo '0100"'OOC1'010 '000 00 OCG 001 001000111111('000 000'01 111 , 111 1 " CO"00"001'0", 
"'V"OO'C11 ',0' , , 1 1 , 0 C, , 0 Clg n 1 (' 1 "J~"'gOO~0'010 "~ ''',H01e", 'Y'80i"i'~ OOf' " o11'l C'Og01 00 0010001111111 , 0 (\ 0' " 1001 CO ,0','0 10e 11 
O'OOO'O'0100C'~0 '0'OC"'''010~0'0 (1'OO01rO'(I10111 og8~~¥'1("~\)~" 11 00~011~1'C~"'~C Co,,~oo,o"g"~o 
, 1001 lO"O 011011 1100111010 " , 1 000 C, 100 10" 
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TABLE 4.2 ntn~CATBD SEqUBSC! POll THE DSG (Continued) 
100!'0010100COOO 0'1111000"'00'1 001001100R'2'011 8~8~t88?~i?~g8~1 la1118~8~~Aa8~8¥ 8'88¥A¥~lK¥~~tt¥ 
8A~a~~~~VE11~1~8 ?~~al'~8¥a~l88~8 ~188¥t¥~~8~~~tl¥ 
1010010000101100 010010C010101001 C101001111110010 
'8?g'tltRli~~¥1~ll '18~l¥~~~¥tl1g11 lal1A¥8A~8~¥g8¥1 
1 101011010C111 1100111111010001 1001100000001,01 
1¥1~VJl8t~~~~8~8 ~¥¥8188~118'&~¥8¥ ~R¥~¥11~!~~81¥¥1 
1010101011110111 011101C001 11001 1111110011101000 
?~?8ta88?8g8~8~& 1~8¥81Alg8~8~8t¥ ~¥R¥¥8l~Vlt'~8~¥ 1110010111~1rOOO 0011001010101011 1001010~11110110 
¥¥8881i11881~¥t8 ?ltl~¥~88881t~~¥ t¥18~8t~~88t~~t¥ 
00001110111i0001 1001011111110110 0001011111011011 
1010000010000"0 
4'l '.' -
TABLE 4.3 
Truncated 
13 STAGE PN SEQUENCE PROPERTIES 
g(X) • 1 + X9 + X10 + X12 + Xl3 (MSRG) 
Total Number of Ones - 1504 
Total Number of Zeroes - 1536 
TOTAL DIGITS 3040* 
NUMBER OF RUNS 
RUN LENGTH CONSECUTIVE ONES 
11 1 
10 0 
9 2 
8 4 
7 5 
6 14 
5 20 
4 45 
3 101 
2 173 
1 395 
NUMBER OF RUNS 
CONSECUTIVE ZEROES 
0 
1 
0 
4 
10 
12 
30 
41 
93 
193 
373 
NUMBER OF BITS 
DCLUDED 
11 
10 
18 
64 
105 
156 
250 
344 
582 
732 
768 
TOTAL BITS 3040 
* Maximum Run of Alternate One/Zero is 14 
• 
TAILI 4.4 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALTERNATE ONES/ZEROS FOR 
TBI TRUNCATED 13 STAGE PN SEQUENCE 
RUN LENGTH NUMBER OF RUNS 
(BITS) 
14 1 
12 1 
11 2 
10 2 
9 4 
8 4 
7 16 
6 21 
5 35 
4 102 
52 
53 
The PN sequence ia random in nature and containa approximately equal 
numbers of ones aDd zeros with a correspondina large nuaber of bit 
transitions. In fact from the run length table one may observe that 
approximately 4096 transitions between various run lengths will occur. 
This amounts to roughly a 50% (or 1 transition per 2 bits) transition 
density. Thus, for less than 64 transitions to occur in a total of 
512 bits we must have the data match the 512 bit random sequence in 
all bit positions except for 63 bits or 62 bits, or 61 bits, etc. 
(4.1) 
Thus. we see that the dominant factor is the probability of less 
than at least 1 transition in 64 bits which is ~5.42 x 10-20• 
Of course there are 448 possible chances for a 64 bit string to 
bave no transitions in 512 bits. 
Thus. the transition density requirements should be met with 
at least a failure probability of no more than 
~2.434 xlO-17 
A computer simulation program was developed which tests the 
truncated CSG Sequence for achieving the high bit density transitions 
by modulo-2 addition with the data stream. This program is explained 
and listed in the Appendix. Since little is known about the SL data. 
the program generates a sequence of random numbers to represent the 
SL data stream. Several runs were made using different seed numbers 
to produce different random sequences. These random sequences were 
also truncated to various lengths and repeated to sinulate periodic 
data sequences. The computer results indicate that the output sequence 
of the CSG will have a transition density of approximately 50%. an 
average of one transition every two bits. Although the computer 
simulation was not exhaustive, it J.s sufficient to substantiate the 
theoretical probability of meeting the required bit transition density 
of the SL 2 Mbit return link. 
CBAPTBR 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND ItBCt»tmNDATIONS 
In conclusion only the PH Cover Sequence of the siz possible 
techniques examined is capable of meetina or exceed ina the System 
Constraints plscnd on the HIT» encoder (See Table 5.1). Since the 
PH Cover Sequence is NRZ-L snd employs the HIM clock, it will not 
alter the present bandwidth or data rate. The probability of not 
meetins or exceedina the required bit transition d~nsity is at most 
-17 2.434 x 10 • Since the PH Cover Sequence is independent of the 
data stream, it will not propaaate channel errors, a single input 
error yields a single output error. Thus the PH Cover Sequence is 
compatible with the existing BCB code. The above mentioned are 
three primary constraints listed in Table 2.1. The fourth constraint 
deals with the means use to impleaent the eSG and will vary 
dependina on whether shift register or ROM techniques are employed. 
This constraint is also effected by the Secondary Constraints in 
Table 2.2. However the circuitry required to meet the secondary 
constraints is basically the same for all six techniques and since 
the truncated PN Sequence is one of the least complicated to implement, 
the fourth constraint presents no major problem. 
Since the actual implementation of the eSG is beyond the scope 
of this contract, it was not covered in the precedina material. However. 
a specifications dccument concerning the PN Cover Sequence Generator 
Encoder/Decoder was constructed and submitted with the April 1981 
monthly progress report. A copy of this specifications document is 
included in the Appendix. It contains diagrams for the purpose of 
enhancing the concept of the eSG encoder and decoder. These figures 
illustrate the functional properties desired for both t!le eSG 
encoder and decoder which will enable them to meet the secondary 
constraints of Table 2.2. 
A second method of ~plementation was also put forth in the 
November 1980 Monthly Report for meeting the secondary constraints. 
This method differs in that the 4 ID Bits are used to designate whether 
the CSG encoder had been activated or by passed. This modification 
varies only aliahtly from the or1&inal truncated sequence. 4 
additional bit a are added incr ... inl the aequence leoath to 3044 
bits. This would not effect any of the firat three constrainta 
of Table 2.1 and would require moderate chana.a in the tmplementa-
tion. A copy of the November 1980 MOnthly leport i8 included in 
the Appendix for eonvenience. 
S5 
TABLE 5.1 COMPARISON OF CSG VIm SYSTEM C(MSTRAIHTS 
NO CHANGE IN RP' BANIJlIDTR 
NO CHANGE IN DATA BANDWIDTH 
PROBABILITY OF NOT MEETING TRANSITION REQUIREMENTS 
1 TRANSITION IN 64 BITS - S.421x10-20 
64 TRANSITION IN 512 BITS - 3.946+xlO-71 
1 TRANSITION IN ANY 64 BITS GROUP FOR 513 BITS - 2.434xlO-17 
NO ERROR PROPAGATION 
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
AIRBORNE: SIMPLE (FRAME SYNC PULSES AND CLOCK PROVIDED BY BRM) 
GROUND: MODERATE (REQUIRES FRAME SYNC DETECl'ION POll NORMAL 
AND INVERTED AND MUST DETERMINE DATA RATE.) 
CHAPTIR , 
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APPENDICES 
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APPIIDIX A 
COMPU'l'D SIMULA1'lCM PImC1WI 
A comput.r .1aul.tiOD prolr_ •• developed which t .. ea the 
PR-S.quenc. for .chievina the h11h bit denaity treD.ition. by .odulo-
two addition with the d.t. .tr .... 
The coaput.r prolr_ will taD.r.t. ....r.l diff.reDt PI-S.quence. 
for liven len.r.ti .. polyno.1a1. (repre.ented by IX) with JiVeD ia1tial 
condiUou (repr ••• nted by Ie). Both IX .nd IC .re written in octal 
r.pr •• ent.tion. The prolr •• I .. r.t ... via .ubroutine •••• equence of 
randoa nuaber. Which .t.ulate. the iDput 4.t. .tre.. to the eo.er 
S.quance Gener.tor (esC) lDcod.r. ltay .pec1fled portion of tbl8 r.ndOli 
•• quenc. caD be u.ed to .taul.t. • p.riodic input •• quence. Thu. the 
pro,ra c... taD.r.te periodic .. quence. of v.ryi.. lnath. .... tr .... ition 
d_aiUe. to .:IIlul.te the input d.t. .tr_ to the (SC IDcoder. The 
_dulo-two aUlD of the PI-S.quence aDd the .taul.ted input elat. 18 
calcul.ted. Thi. modulo-two .UID repre .. nt. the output d.t •• tre .. 
of the esc Encod.r. All thr.. ..qUaDC.. .re printed .nd the tot.l 
naab.r of tranaitiona ior e.cb 18 detenained .nd print.d. 
The proal''' will alao deteraine for the output .equence the run 
lenatha for .11 bit. of tbe .... value and tb. order of th.ir occurrence. 
Thi. information i •• tored .nd print.d in two aroup.. one for the all 
zero. c •• e and tbe otber for the aU on .. caM. lxalDinaUon of the.e 
two aroup. permits a determination of wbetber the output .equence 
•• tiafie. tbe required tr.n.ition density_ 
The st.tue of the requirement of one t~.fts1tiOD every sixty-four 
bits 18 deteraiDed by aimply check ina the number of bits per run in each 
aroup. The second requirement of sixty-four transition within five-
hundred-twelve bits 18 aliabtly more COlllpUc.ted to evaluate. AD 
averaae of one transition every eiaht bits will satiafy this requirement. 
Thus by loc.tina aU runs of lenctb eiabt or areater and examiniq the 
~uns prior to and foUow1na each of thes •• a detendnation concemina 
tbi. requirement can be made. Bote the outFut aequence alternates 
between the two aroup.. The que.tion of whicb croup to at.rt with. zeroa 
or one.. depend. upon the value of the f irat output bit (' XOIl OF TIl! 
GDIIATID BITS'). If the bic i. • on. .CaI'C witb the "J.DC'l'IIS or 
GIOUPS or OIlS" ad if the ftl'et output bit 1. a &&1'0 .tan with tM 
''LBRGTIIS or GIOUPS or ZIlOS". 
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4. 2 fOA"ATC'" ) 
l: ~::: 1:'!f'fs'l:,ll '~N~=::IIT~ft~$t·:~ITIN6 Of O~ES aND II'OS IS 
7. c ... DEfIAED. 
8. c ••• JC .) IS tME VECTOI CONTIIIII~5 • O' ONIS IN EACH "OUPS 
9. c ••• lCC.) l~ THE VECTOA C01l111' ~ • Of ZEAOS IN EACH IIOU' 
10. C ••• I".) IS INITIaL CONDI"ON fell 6UElATlNG 'Hf ,,,-slouEller 11. c". xc.) 15 TME GlVfN INfOA"UH'1I TO GENEIIATE TIfE PH- lQUENCl 
12. C". ICC1 •• ' IS THf FN-SEGUENCf _,RAT 
11: t::: ~H::~ n l=f n:x~ n~n~u", "OD-2 SUM Of PN-SfO A~D T"I .NPUT 
15. C"· DC LtOP lC~ IS HI THE Hup-elll Of REPUnIO"S IF IT 'S DlU'ED 6. C ••• TO H_VI REPETITIVE SkQUENCfS WI'H Dlff[REhT LI~GTH ° 'I AfPEATED 
17. C". N IS THE TOUL NlIM'U Of TI"ES THAT TME PN-SE~UEHCl .INPUT UIUlNU 
1P. C .... u 11'00-2 SU"! SlfoUEhUS 'If IIUN IN UCH lCC reu" 19. C ••• M IS TOTAL NU"eE~ Of POIHTSC"ITS) Ih EACM ARIIA' 20. C ••• IILN 1$ TME LENGTH Of SIOUE.CE TO IE REPEATED 
21. c ••• hPS 1$ TME &IT NUMBt' IN EVER' INPUT SEQ TO "AlE tHE PIIIOOIC 
22. C". SEGurNCE. J3. c··· 
It: ~::: ~~A:ll~'~~ ~~~~I;Eg&E~tllll. SEQUlNClS AND to'AL NUR8l. 6.. C ••• 7 DO 1000 ICC.',' 8. ,hI(CC-'. 
~9. ICE., .. ., 
J9: t~~:J~~4/l1 
32. hEADC5.'O) N," 33. '0 fO~·AT 215) 3(,. hPah' 
35. M2 a"n 36. ~RI TE C6.1) . 
17. ~RITlr6 15) HP$ NLM r.. 15 fO~~ATrfox.20"SfARTING ~OINT At 9. 'CE lQU'L .110.11) .110.101.!1HLENGtM Of THI SIGUlN 40. c ••• 4'. c ••• WAITI OUT TOTAL NUMBER Of SIOUENClS AHD THEIR 81'S 42. C., • 
43. 
44. 20 45. c ••• 46. ( ••• 
47. C ••• 
48. 49. 
, o. 30 1. 40 
2. 
13 • 4. 5. 
~~: 
58. 59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 64. 
65. 
6~. 67. 
68. 
r: 7' : 71. 
l~ 
c··· c··· C··· c··· c··· C," 
c··· 
ao 
.,'UTlC6,ZO) N ... fOU·AT( HO.tSx.2HN •• n.101.2H .... IS). 
R[AO AHO ~RITE INPUT NUMBERS '0 'ENEIATE t"E PH-SIOUENCE 
00 30 1-' SN R£AO(5.40 I,CI).IICI' 
CONTINUE fOA"A T(20S) 
00 ~o I-'!N 
wRITE(6 6u) IGCI),IICI' CONTINUI fO~~AT(15 •• 3HIG·.OS.15 •• 3HIX.,05' 
Ih T~E fOLLOWING LOOP RANDOM NUMPER SEQUENCES ARE GlNERATED 
T .. fP' lICII WITH P"-SEC:U[t.([S loRE 'OUND AIIO, ALL SEOUENUS 
A~E PhlNTEO OUT. TorAL hU~fEA 0' TAANSITI~NS fOR EACM 
HQUfNCE IS 'OUIIO AND ARE PUT IN AA~AT lTAZtT lOll fUTURE 
USE AND PRINTOUT 
elTS GENERATED 8' TME fllST "ETHODE ••• 
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.i 
l 
t 
1 
~ , 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
74. 
lJ: Ja: 10: 
1'· I: 
I' • IS. 86. 
87. ae. ,9. 
9': 9l. U. 
94. 
95. 96. 
97. 
:8 : 
1CO. 
181: 
,d. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
101! • 109. 
110. 
111 • 
~1~ • 1L. 
114 • 
US. 
116. 
117. 
"8. 119. 
120. 
'I'· l ~: 1 4. 
125. 126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
139 • Hi: 
'13 • 1 4. 
, 5. 
~~9' da: 
90 
100 
"0 
120 
130 
\40 
15Q 
170 
180 
190 
200 
1000 
CALL .ROOUI,II' 
unit, .0' 
fOlIlATli".IIIII,'O •• • ••• elt. 11~'I.tEO USIN' IA~OOIl NUII8'1 ••••• 
• I) 
CALL WRITER(IROW.I' IAO.,-! 
.. RITE (6.1t ft ) 
fORMA', 1.'/'1'11° •••••• lOR Of 'HE 'INER'I'O 811' •••• , CALL WRlfERtllOW1 
CILL TIINsel •• ,ITRle" .. c ... , 
CALL TIA~S(3 •• ,ITR CT.NC."' CONtiNUE 
~:HfU'no, fO'~A1C'0~,lZ~'N-SEGUfNCE T~ANSI'ION.'O.,Z~"IANOOII SEQUENCE IRANSI .'10~110X,Z6"OU'PU' SEQUENCE 'RANSllluN) 
00 h!) 1&' ftc 
I1RlC1C1,IJ-ITRZCTC1 U ~RllICt,140) ITR1Cf(f.J),I'~IC'(2.1).I'RIC'CJ.I' COretlNU 
fO'~A'C1"'.17X.IS.31 •• IS.J'I.IS) !~di~IH.I~ 
CALL SO.T'IIC,~.~Z.~(.IC.LC.'C) ('NlIHUE 
tll"J -'UXO(LC,"U 
,,-.I"N"X-1 loR IT£(6 , wRITE ce; 70) 
fOlo'ATllOJ.'SKT"UE All UNGT"S Of 'IOUPS Of ONU"" 
lOll TI (('.16v) uecl) ,I.,.refll., 
fOlrn Clt (14 .1".» IOAITC,(6 ) 101t1T1(6' 90) rO~~A'C'016'6M1HESE AlE LENGT"S 0' 'IOUPS Of ZEROS"') 
..RilE CC l 20 ) CKCCI) .1-1,N"''' fOR~ATCt5(14,1".) CON TlHUE 
loR 1'1 (6. n 
STOP 
E.ND 
SUBROUTINE PNSlqCl,.111~,NC.k' . 
DI"ENSION IGCZO),IIC20J,KC3,3100' 
c··· C ••• lH£ PNSEQ SUPReUTlhE wILL ~[~[IATE A SET OF PS~UDO-RANOO" 
C ••• PITS. IN lHIS POUTIN[ SU9'UNCTIO~ 911S f.O~ 1HE LlfRAR' 
c ••• Of UNIVAC 1100 HAS BlEN utiLIZED 
c··· 
10 
ZO 
"6a" NTP-NC 
JHS"D-IGCNTP) I-IGC,.,P)-IGCNTP) .z 
JGP:'P'.I6CN1P) 12 
I-I·' 1'(I.f.T."6' GO TO 20 
1(1 I )-~lTS(Jr:.C""P'r36t1) IfCll.r.T.1).A~P.CIG NTr).(Q.IHOLD» 
HClCr;lP,U.EQ.tl) GO TO 10 
IGC~'P).IOR(IG(N1P).ll(Nt") CO TO 10 
COh nHUl R[H:RN 
ENO 
GO TO 20 
O~HGL'>JAL PAGE IS 
Of.' POOR QUALm~ 
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lit: ht 
lU: 
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146. 
147. ,..1. 
149. 
Uf: 
UI: 
lit: 1 6. 1 7. 
1 I. 
1S9. 
160. 
161. 
HZ. 
16). 
164. 
'6~ • 160. 
167. 
16l1. 
lU: h,. 
17Z. 
17S. 
'74. 115. 
Ut: 
17!l. 
179. 
leo. e,. 8Z. 
lSl. 
184. 
'i5 • 1 9:
1 I. 
110. 
190. 
191. 
~n: 
t:t: 
c··· c··· c··· c··· · •• 
c··· c··· 
10 
20 
c··· c··· c··· c··· 
10 
IINIIATID IANIOI 
SU~ItOUtJNE nu". (I( .... fl.C) 
DIMENSION 1(1,1100) 
t~lS SUflOUtlNf GENERAtES' SfT ~, PSEUDO-IAhOO" 
Ih COOPER.tION wIT" SUBROUllhE RAND • 
H-' ~S739S1l73 haN INC 
00 '0 "a'IM CALL UNO R.N) 
AaR·l 
IBl ta. 1«(2," ,alBn 
CON INUI 
UIU.N ENI 
Bns 
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I'S • 16. 17. 
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219. 210. 
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I !: 
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255 • 
lJ6. 
12J~: )9. 40. 41. 42. 4). 44. 4S. 
246. 
1
47. 41. 
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50. 
SUBROUtlNI "N.CI,II' 
••• TMIS suaIOUTI.E GIIIII.TIS • SIlO' I'NDOII NUIII.I • I··· ••• 
c··· c··· c··· c··· c··· c··· c··· c··· 
U 
40 
c··· 
sua.OUTINI .NnCLCNPS,NU1tl,II' 
DI~ENSION ICl.l'00).IUlC1~2.' 
TMIS sue'OUT.NE WILL T.rE AA_DO" SEOUlhCE GlhERATIO " 
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APPENDIX B 
SPECIFICATION DOCUMENT FOR PI COVElt SEQUENCE 
GINEBA'l'Olt EHCODElt/DECODElt 
1.0 I!!.troduction 
76 
This Statement of Work (SOW) is to establish the requirements for 
the definition and fabrication of Cover Sequence Generator (esG) encodE-loS 
and decoders and associated cab1ina hardware for utilization in Spacelab. 
The encoder shall be utilized 1n the interface between the Spacelab 
liRK 2Mbps output and the Orbiter KU-band sianal processor to oformat the 
bit stream to ensure minimum bit transition density. 
The decoder shall be utili~ed iu the inter fare between around 
station receivers and BRDM(s) to restore the reformatted data to the 
non-encoded configuration and to resolve output bit ambiguity. 
2.0 Scope 
The contractor shall provide the necessary effort to define and 
fabricate: 
(a) eSG encoders and aSRociated cabling and hardware both for the 
Spacelab module and pallet modules. 
(b) eSG decoders for implementation and integration into: 
1. ATE at KSC 
2. SLDPF at GSFC 
3. poce at Jse 
The contractor shall provide the necessary effort to support the High 
Data Link Test scheduled at Jse - April 1982 by having available a 
CSG encoder/decoder qualification unit set and providing engiueering and 
test support. 
The contractor shall prepare and maintain a schedule plan which 1mp:e-
ments this SOW. 
3.0 De1iverab1es 
One (1) Set of Documentation 
One (1) eSG E/D Qualification Set 
Two (2) eSG Encoders 
Three (3) eSG Decoders 
• Associated Hardware aDd Cabling 
4.0 Specifications 
The units shall be manufactured in accordance with Spacelab 
flight and GSE requirements. The quality proaram shall be in 
accordance with NHB SlOO.4(lC). Functional characteristics shall 
be in accordance with Appendix B. 1. 
5.0 Acceptance 
Acceptance tests will be performed at the contractor plant. The 
ac~eptance data package will be provided to NASA for review and 
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approval. The review by NASA will be completed with 30 days of submittal. 
6.0 Reviews 
~8ign and development reviews shall include but not be limited to 
lhe following: 
PRR 
PDR 
CDR 
Acceptance Review (AR) 
The contractor will pres~~t ~dditiona1 reviews as required. 
1.0 Scope 
APPENDIX B-1 
COVD SEQUENCE GINBltATOIl ElCCODBll/DBCODBll 
PIILIMItWtY SPECInCATION 
This appendix defines the prelimdnary requirements for design of 
the esc Encoder/Decoder elements and will be used as the basis for 
development of the part 1 CEl Detail Specification (CM-04). 
Purpose and Description 
The Cover Sequence Ceneratnr Encoder serves the purpose of 
reformatting the Spacelab HIM 2MBPS serial bit stream in order to 
satisfy data handling constraints for minimum bit transitions density. 
The CSG Encoder will be physically located on board the Spacelab 
vehicle and will be functionally located between the Space lab HIM 
2 MBrs output and thf~ Orbiter KU Band Signal Processor (mSP). 
A complementary decoder shall be utilized to restore the 
reformatted data to the non-encoded configuration. The decoder shall 
be functionally located in the interface between the ground station 
receiver and the HRDK. Figur~ 11.1 illustrates the functional location 
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of the encoder and decoder units. Pigtir~'B. 2' illustrates the portion of 
the data stream to be reforuu.tted and the portion of the data stream 
which is not to be reformatted. Note that use of the frame synchroniza-
tion pulse generated by the HRM is necessary to turn the CSC Encoder 
on and off at the proper time. Note further that either the synthesis 
of the frame synchronization pulse or use of such a pulse from the HRDK 
will be necessary in the decoder. Furthermot~, beca'lse of possible 
phase inversion of the data stream (including the frt1':\e ;'~ynchronization 
word), the synthesis of the frame synchronization pulse if nec.essary 
will require a frame synchronization patterr or the inverted frame 
synchronization pattern. If however, the HRDM supplies the frame 
synchronization pulse it will take the possibility of inverted data 
into account. 
The eSG encoder/decoder consists basically of a PN sequence which 
is derived using a 13th order polynomial. The sequence so generated is 
truncated to 3040 bits to match the data stream between frame 
synchronization pulses. 
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1_ ~--------~"~I~ __ EN_:_:_:_ER __ ~----~·~I 
a) CSG Encoder Function~l Location 
GROUND STATION CSG 
". 7' RRDM 
RECEIVER DECODER 
b) CSC Decoder Functional Location 
Figure B.l 
28 BIT F.S. WORD 4 BIT ID 3040 BIT DATA STREAM 
------------~~------.. ---
This Portion hasPN Sequence 
Modulo Added 
FigureB.2 HIM Data Stream 
28 B; , 1.S. WORD 4 BIT m 1 
C» 
o 
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A printout of tile desired 3040 bit sequence wUl be furnished to 
the contractor by the contractina alency. 'ilures B.3 and B.4 illustrate 
the functional properties dcsired for both the CSG encoder and decoder. 
These diagrams are provided for the purpose of enhancing the communication 
of the concept of the CSG encoder and decoder. 
IN NO WAY ARE THE PlGUUS I~. 3 AND B. 4 INTENDED 01 SHOULD BE OONSTRUED 
----- --- - -...;;;;;.;;;;;.;== 
.!Q. M RECOMMENDED DESIGN APPROACHES. 
The basic system requirements are: 
Por the Cover Sequence Generator (CSG) 'Encoder 
1. Data input shall be NRZ-L from the HRM formatter varying 
discretely at a rate between 125 KIPS to 2 MBPS. The encoder shall 
utilize a frame synchronization pulse from the BRM to turn the PN 
encoder on and off. 
2. Only HBM 2 MBPS data line (Data rates vary from 125 DPS 
2 MIPS) formatted data will be CSG encoded. 
For the Cover Sequence Generator (CSG) Decoder 
1. If no HRM frame synchronization (nominal 2 MIPS data rate) 
word occurs in the data stream from the bit synchronizer the data shall 
be passed on unaltered. 
2. For HRM 2 MBPS formatted science data with proper frame 
synchronization word the data outputs phase will be unaltered and the 
cover sequence removed. 
In Figure B.4 the Timing Gate and the Time Coincidence Gate servE' 
tl,e ~urpose of determining that the clock and frame sync are indeed a 
2 MB?S rate rather than a higher rate. The hold portion of the Time 
Coincidence Gate is to activate the cover sequence generator for a 
major portion of a frame. 
It should be noted that the frame synchronization detector prot ion 
of the eSG decoder ~ contain capability for and follow the same frame 
s~~chronization search, acquire and maintenance mode protocol as that 
specified in the HRDK specifications. 
These following statements deecribe the basic HRDM frame 
synchronization operation and frame synchronization pulse location. 
28 
VOLTS 
nr."I 
SPAaCUFT 
HJUt FORMATTER 
HIM CLOCK ..... -~----------------------p----. 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
DC-DC 
CONVERTER 
2B BIT DIGITAL DELAY 
LOGIC 
SUPPLY 
2 HIS DATA LUi'E TO TRANS)(lTTER 
Figure B'.3 Ba8ic Cover Sequence Encoder 
Block Df_lra 
TIME 
COINCIDENCE 
r.ATE 
AND HOLD 
ADDR~S 
SEQUERCntG 
LOGIC 
CD 
N 
2MPS CWCl( 
FRC»l 
BIT SYNC 
t>OWER 
stTPPLV 
DC TO DC 
CONVERTER 
HOI.r> 
LOGIC 
4 BIT 
DELAY 
"1" F.S. 
INVERTED 
"1" F.S. 
I~ NUMBER 
CHECKING LOGIC 
o VERIFY PRESENCE 
OF COVER SEQUENCE 
2MBPS DATA STREAM 
A 
1--"8 TIME 
COINCIDDCE 
GATE AND BOLD 
"1" ON BOrIl DIPU'!S 
• ACTIVATE 
COVER SEQUEIICE 
FOR 1lDfAIIIDIR OF 
Dl\TA 
ADD'ESS 
SEQUENCING 
LOGIC 
Figure B.4 Cover Sequenc:e Decoder Block Dt_gra 
1. Frame synchronization is achiaved by searching for two 
consecutive frame synchronization words. When the first word is 
recognized the 4 bit ID count is set in a counter. This count is then 
updated by 1 count and upon receipt of the next frame synchronization 
word the new 4 bit 1D count is compared to the updated count and if 
there is agreement frame synchronization is achieved. 
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At this tlme a pulse is lenerated (from hilh to low) which 
lasts for one bit tlme durinl the 32nd bit of the frame synchronization 
word. 
The data that is received durinl these two frame synchronization 
words is discarded. 
2.0 Requirements 
2.1 Performance 
2.1.1 CSG Encoder 
The CSG Encoder will reformat the 2 KBPS HRM serial bit stream with 
the following constraints. 
a. The probability of not having at least one transition in 64 
bits shall be 5.4210108 x 10-20 or less 
b. 
c. 
The probability of not having 64 transitions in 512 bits 
shall be 3.945+ x 10-71 or less 
The combined failure probability shall be 2.434 x 10-17 
or less 
d. The reformatted data stream shall not increase or decrease 
the information rate 
e. The reformatted data shall be compatible with the existing 
BCH code 
f. The mechanization of the PN cover encoder shall have a minimal 
impact on the existing system 
g. Source voltage for the PN cover encoder will be provided by 
a 28 volt input DC to DC converter 
h. There shall be no increase in RF bandwidths 
i. The HRM sync word shall be unaffected by the CSG sequence 
j. There shall be no error propalation due to the use of the CSG 
8S 
k. Tbe recommended 13th order polynomial s.quen~e is 
i(XO • 1 + x9 • xlO + x12 + x13 which shall be truncated to 
a 3040 dilit data stream 
1. The esG shall pas. throulh any data without an 111M bame 
sync undisturbed 
m. The eSG shall ianore any frame sync pulae siaul that 
indicates a total, data rate greater tha" 2 MIPS 
n. Parts for the esG shall be DEE. 
2.1.2 eSG Decoder 
The esG Decoder will reformat the 2 MBPS BRM data streams with 
the following constraints: 
a. The eSG Deocder shall pass data without BBM frame sync (normal 
or complementary) undisturbed 
b. The eSG Decoder shall pass NRZ-S, NRZ-M and Bi-+ data 
undisturbed, assuming basic NRZ-L compatible logic levels 
c. The eSG Decoder shall have the capability to recognize both 
normal and coaplementary 1iRM frame sync. (If available the 
eSG Decoder .. y substitute a frame synchroni~ation pulse 
from the HRDH in lieu of ,enerating this information within 
the Decoder itself. The availability of this frame synchroni-
zation pulse from the HRDM must be resolved between the 
contractor and the contracting NASA agency.) 
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A. .eUnl waa helel at RASA-MSI'C OIl Roveaber 10, 1980. ParUcipanta 
wre Mr. Daviel Mann (MSPC), Mr. Illilllton Pitta (MIre), Mi.. Virlinia 
Johnson (MIre), one representative frOli MDTSCO, Mr. W. O. Schoalen (MSU) 
and Dr. r. Inlel. (MSU). The purpo.e of the m .. tina was to eli.cu •• 
the latest requirements em the .yat_ to be ilDpl_enteel for achievina 
a hilh density bit transition elata stren for the 2 MIPS IIBK formatteel 
acience elata. 
The requirements are: 
For the Cover S.quence Cenerator (eSG) Encoder 
1. Data input ahall be NRZ-L from the HIM formatter. However, 
the encoder shall pa.s NRZ-S, NRZ-H or Bi-~ elata .tr .... in unaltereel 
fashion aa lonl as they have proper loSic level. (that is 10Sic levels 
compatible with the BRM NRZ-L data). 
2. The encoder shall paas unaltereel data atreams of 2 HIPS which 
emanate from the system other than from the RRK formatter. These elata 
streams will not contain a frame synchronization pattern s~ilar to 
that of the RRK 2 HIPS formatted science elata. 
l. Only HRH 2 MIPS formatted elata will be esc encoded. If the 
BRM formatted data is beins transmitted at a faster rate it shall not 
be encoded. 
Por the Cover Sequence Cenerator (CSC) Decoeler 
1. If no HRH frame synchronization (2 HIPS elata rate) worel occurs 
in the data stream from the bit synchronizer the data shall be passed on 
unaltered. 
2. Por HRH 2 MIPS formatted science data with proper frame syn-
chronization worel tae data output shall be non-1'werted in phase and 
the cover sequence removeel. 
3. The decoder shall pas. NRZ-K, NIZ-S, or Bi-~ data without 
alteration. It is assumeel that theae elata streams will have compatible 
10lic levels ylth the RRK 2 HIPS formattecl science elata stream. 
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The esc Inc:oder block 411&11''' i. illu.trated in 'laure C.l.· The 
CSC Decoder block diaar" il illultrated in 'iaure ~2. 
In 'iaure 2 the Tt.1nl Gate and the Tt.e Coincidence Gate .erve 
the purpo.e of determ1niq that the clock and fr.. cync are incleed 8 
l MIPS rate rather than a hiaher rate. The hold portion of the Ti_ 
Coinci~ence Gate il to activate the cover •• quence lenerator for a 
major portion of a fr .... 
After recoanition of a frame .ynchronilation word tbe 4tD bitl 
of the fr .. Iynchronization pattern are encodect to provide a 4 bit 
pattern for the decoder to u.e for deteratDinl that tbe cover .equence 
hal actually been added to the aata .tre_. 
The deatan ia!!!!!!!! in that the BRM 2 KBPSformatted I.ata will 
paaa tbrouab unaltered if tbe Encoder fall. to activate the esc, however, 
in thia event the data atre •• ia not auaranteed to contain a sufficient 
bit transition del.aity. 
In 'iaure C.2 the double frame aynchronil4tion word detectors suffice 
to d.teratne if tbe data atre .. enametina from the bit aynchronizer la 
in non-inverted or hwerted phaae. In the ea .. of the inverted phase 
the data atre_ i8 reinverted automatically. The 41D bita are checked 
for the pre.ene. of tbe cover .equence and if it i8 preaent and if the 
Time Coincidence Gat. alre •• that the data Itre .. i8 a 2 KBPS rate 
tben the cover aequence lenerator ia activated. 
The 4 Bit Delay is neceasary for inspection of the 4ID bits 
prior to activation of the cover .equence lenerator. 
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